Serum Procalcitonin Assay for Investigations and Clinical Management of Neonatal Sepsis: A Review
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Abstract

The diagnosis and management of sepsis are very challenging especially in pediatric cases where the clinical criteria for the diagnosis overlap with nonbacterial etiologies of systemic inflammation. Initiation of antibiotic therapy for sepsis is necessary although the diagnostic evaluation is ongoing because delayed antibiotic therapy is associated with increased mortality. A highly sensitive and specific biomarker, such as procalcitonin, that improves decisions about initiating, discontinuing, or changing antibiotic therapy could have substantial clinical benefits of managing neonatal sepsis. This is a review of relevant published articles using extensive literature search made through google, PubMed/Medline, NLM, Scopus, and HINARI on randomized controlled and observational studies of procalcitonin-based diagnosis and antimicrobial-guided therapy especially in neonatal sepsis. Our systematic review found that procalcitonin-guided diagnosis, need for antibiotics, treatment evaluation give better outcome and prognosis than any other biomarker that were hitherto utilized in neonatal sepsis. Now that sepsis especially in children has become a frequent medical emergency, there is a need to extensively evaluate and possibly consider serum procalcitonin as an adjunctive marker to be combined with other commonly used approaches such as blood culture, full blood count, and differentials in order to enhance prompt and rational clinical management before blood culture results are available.
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Introduction

Sepsis remains one of the most common diseases of the neonates and is still a significant cause of morbidity and mortality.1 It contributes up to 13 to 15% of all deaths during the neonatal period, higher in developing countries where it contributes between 30 and 50%.2,3 It is important to note that 20 to 30% of the survivors of neonatal sepsis (NS) may exhibit neurological sequelae.4 Sepsis-related mortality is however largely preventable with rational antimicrobial therapy and aggressive supportive care.5

The organisms responsible for NS vary across geographical locations and with the time of onset of illness.6 In addition, one organism or a group of organisms may over time replace another as the leading cause of NS in a particular region.7,8 In most developing countries, gram-negative bacteria remain the major source of infection.4 However, in developed countries, gram-positive bacteria are the most common causes of NS.9
Microorganisms implicated in NS have developed increased resistance to commonly used antibiotics thus making treatment extremely difficult.\(^1\) Against this background, it is important that the etiologies and epidemiology of NS are constantly monitored locally to detect changes in the pattern of pathogens and their antibiotic susceptibilities. These data can then be used to ensure that empiric antibiotic regimens are optimized. Emerging bacterial antimicrobial resistance also calls for more stringent efforts to reduce antibiotic overuse;\(^11\) antibiotic stewardship programs aim to reduce antibiotic overuse by tailoring antibiotic therapy to the needs of individual patients.\(^12,13\)

Clinical observations and/or microbiological diagnostic methods are less than 100% reliable for diagnosis of bacterial infections, and certainly have a poor negative predictive value, meaning that they are of limited value to identifying patients who do not require antibiotic therapy. The main disadvantages of many current microbiological diagnostic methods are diagnostic delays (especially with culture-based methods), suboptimal sensitivity (e.g., blood cultures), and low specificity because of contamination (e.g., sputum cultures); in addition, some sample types are not amenable to routine diagnostics because of their invasive nature (e.g., lung biopsy).

Another approach is to measure inflammatory markers, such as, C-reactive protein (CRP) or white blood cells, but these lack specificity for bacterial infections. This is partly explained by the heterogeneity of different infections and the complex interaction of different pro- and anti-inflammatory mediators of the host response aimed at combating invading pathogens during systemic infections, which depends on the time, type, extent, and site of the underlying infection. In this diagnostic dilemma, procalcitonin (PCT) has stimulated great interest as a potentially more specific marker for bacterial infection. PCT is produced ubiquitously in response to endotoxin or mediators released in response to bacterial infections (e.g., interleukin [IL]-1, tumor necrosis factor [TNF]-α, and IL-6), and strongly correlates with both the presence and the severity of bacterial infection.\(^14\) Because upregulation of PCT is attenuated by interferon (INF)-γ, a cytokine released in response to viral infections, PCT is more specific for bacterial infections and may help to distinguish bacterial infections from viral illnesses.\(^15-17\) PCT also has a favorable kinetic profile for use as a clinical marker: the concentration rises promptly (within 6–12 hours), and levels halve daily when the infection is controlled by the host immune system or antibiotic therapy.\(^18\) PCT correlates with bacterial load and severity of infection.\(^19\) PCT thus has potential prognostic value; the course of PCT concentrations has been found to predict fatal outcome in patients with community acquired pneumonia\(^20\) and critically ill patients with sepsis (e.g., children).\(^21\)

On the basis of this evidence, PCT has been proposed as a promising candidate marker for diagnosis and for antibiotic stewardship in patients with systemic infections.\(^22\) As with any laboratory investigation, PCT measurement must be embedded in clinical algorithms, so that it is used appropriately according to the type of infection and the clinical context and setting. While for some types of infections and clinical settings, optimal PCT cutoffs have been established and their safety and efficacy shown in randomized-controlled intervention trials, for other types of infection only, observational studies are available today and thus the clinical benefit and safety of using PCT remains undefined. The aim of this review is to summarize the current evidence for PCT in sepsis in children and discuss the strengths and limitations of PCT and the reliability of this marker when used with validated diagnostic algorithms and guide for antimicrobial therapy.

### Biochemistry of Procalcitonin

PCT is a 116 amino acid peptide that has an approximate molecular weight (MW) of 14.5 kDa and belongs to the calcitonin (CT) superfamily of peptides. It can be divided into three sections including the amino terminus of the PCT region, immature CT, and CT carboxyl-terminus peptide-1 (CCP-1, also called katacalcin). PCT is encoded by the \textit{CALC-I\textsubscript{-}1} gene located on chromosome 11. Cleavage in one site of the primary transcript of \textit{CALC-I\textsubscript{-}1} gene produces pre-PCT, which further undergoes proteolytic cleavage of its signal sequence to produce PCT.\(^19,23\)

The other members of the CT superfamily of peptides include CT gene-related peptide I, II (CRG-I and CRG-II), amylin, and adrenomedullin. CT gene–related peptide I is also encoded by \textit{CALC-I\textsubscript{-}1} gene and is generated by alternative splicing of the primary transcript of \textit{CALC-I\textsubscript{-}1} mRNA. CT gene–related peptide II, amylin, and adrenomedullin are encoded by other genes. PCT expression occurs in a tissuespecific manner. In the absence of infection, transcription of the \textit{CALC-I\textsubscript{-}1} gene for PCT in non-neuroendocrine tissue is suppressed, except in the C cells of the thyroid gland where its expression produces PCT, the precursor of CT in healthy and noninfected individuals. The synthesized PCT then undergoes posttranslational processing to produce small peptides and mature CT, which is generated as a result of the removal of the C-terminal glycine from the immature CT by peptidylglycine α-amidating monoxygenase.

Mature CT is stored in secretory granules and is secreted into the blood to regulate the calcium concentration. In the presence of bacterial infection, non-neuroendocrine tissues also express the \textit{CALC-I\textsubscript{-}1} gene to produce PCT; such an infection induces a substantial increase in \textit{CALC-I\textsubscript{-}1} gene expression in all parenchymal tissue and differentiated cell types in the body producing PCT. The function of PCT synthesized in the non-neuroendocrine tissues under microbial infection is presently unclear.\(^19,23\) However, PCT concentrations have been found to be a more specific marker of bacterial infection than other commonly used laboratory measures of the inflammatory response.\(^23\)

### Pathogenesis of Sepsis

The pathogenesis of sepsis is complex. The inflammatory cascade begins with an injury to the host, such as burns and infection. The mounted inflammatory response is meant to protect the host from tissue damage, but many inflammatory
mediators have the potential to harm the host as well. The prevailing, although debated theory, is that sepsis occurs when the host response overwhelms the protective mechanisms in place, resulting in a superimposing injury to the patient in addition to the infection that initially triggered this response.\(^{24}\)

The host systemic inflammatory response is because of the following three factors: humoral, cellular, and neuroendocrine reactions. Inflammatory cells such as neutrophils, monocytes, macrophages, basophils, and platelets interact with endothelial cells via cell mediators that further amplify the inflammatory response. Microvascular blood flow may eventually be affected by the activation of the coagulation and complement systems, resulting in local ischemia, which impairs cellular respiration. The end result is tissue hypoxia in which the systemic oxygen delivery is insufficient to meet the oxygen demands of the body. This leads to decreased myocardial contractility, decreased systemic vascular resistance, hypotension, metabolic acidosis, hyperglycemia, and ultimately, multiorgan dysfunction syndrome and death.\(^{24}\)

The pathophysiology of sepsis therefore involves host immune, inflammatory, and coagulation responses to infection (\(\sim\)Fig. 1). From a clinical point of view, sepsis is currently regarded simply as an exaggerated hyperinflammatory response to infection. This inflammatory response results in release of cytokines, such as the interleukins families and TNF-\(\alpha\), which in turn stimulate PCT release.\(^{24}\)

**Epidemiology of Sepsis**

Bacterial sepsis is an important cause of neonatal mortality (deaths in the first 28 days of life).\(^{25,26}\) The World Health Organization estimated that there are approximately five million neonatal deaths per year, of which 98% occur in developing countries.\(^{27}\) These neonatal deaths are attributed principally to infection, birth asphyxia, and consequences of premature birth and low birth weight. It is known that risk factors for neonatal bacterial sepsis are complex and include interaction of maternal–fetal colonization, transplacental immunity, physical, and cellular defense mechanisms of the neonate.\(^{28}\) The incidence of neonatal bacterial sepsis varies from country to country as well as within the same country. In developing countries, neonatal mortality resulting from all causes of NS is approximately 34 per 1,000 live births, occurring mainly in the first week of life, whereas it is 5 per 1,000 live births in the developed countries.\(^{29}\) Neonatal mortality is approximately 34 per 1,000 live births in Asia, 42 per 1,000 live births in Africa, and 17 per 1,000 live births in Latin America and the Caribbean.\(^{30}\) Neonatal mortality in African countries ranges from 11 per 1,000 live births in South Africa, through 48 per 1,000 live birth in Nigeria, to 68 per 1,000 live births in Liberia.

Bacterial causes of NS differ between countries. However, in most developing countries gram-negative bacteria are the major source of infection. Increasing antibiotic resistance among the bacteria causing NS has made the management of this condition a challenge for both the public and private health sectors.\(^{10,31}\) Knowledge of local and regional health problems is a prerequisite for establishing an effective health care delivery system and epidemiological and statistical information regarding NS is the basis for establishing a sound program for early detection and effective treatment of infection.\(^{31,32}\) The etiology and epidemiology of NS and antibiotic resistance patterns of pathogens may be used to develop guidelines for management of NS in hospital including choice of diagnostic measure and empiric antibiotic therapy.

**Laboratory Investigations of Sepsis**

The traditional method of diagnosis for sepsis includes culturing blood, urine, cerebrospinal fluid, or bronchial fluid specimens, which usually takes 24 to 48 hours. Unfortunately,
Clinical Applications of Procalcitonin

Several serum biomarkers have been identified in the recent years that have the potential to help diagnose local and systemic infections, differentiate bacterial and fungal infections from viral syndromes or noninfectious conditions, prognosticate, and ultimately guide management, particularly of antibiotic therapy. Among these, PCT is the most extensively studied biomarker. Numerous studies have investigated the potential roles of PCT in diagnosing and managing local and systemic infections. There is some evidence that PCT is more specific than other markers for bacterial infections, with serum levels rising at the onset of infection and falling rapidly as the infection resolves, however, its clinical utility in diagnosing and managing patients with suspected infections remains inconclusive.

Clinical signs of systemic inflammation including changes in body temperature and tachycardia, and routine laboratory tests such as leukocytosis and CRP are used for diagnosis of sepsis. Because of nonspecific signs and symptoms of sepsis, the diagnosis of NS is quite difficult and can be misleading because critically ill neonates often manifest systemic inflammatory response syndrome without infection.

CRP has important limitations as a marker for diagnosis of NS. Elevated CRP levels are seen in a range of conditions as well as in infection, such as autoimmune disease, surgery, meconium aspiration, and recent vaccination. Also, CRP values do not rise significantly until almost 14 to 48 hours after the onset of infection. Against this background, PCT has been proposed as a marker of bacterial sepsis in critically ill patients. PCT has a half-life of 25 to 30 hours. The exact sites of production of PCT in sepsis have not been identified, but monocytes and hepatocytes are the most likely sources.

Bacterial lipopolysaccharide (LPS) is a potent inducer of PCT release into the systemic circulation. The PCT concentration starts to rise from 3 to 4 hours after an endotoxin challenge, peaks at approximately 6 hours, and remains increased for over 24 hours.

In healthy people, PCT levels are very low. In systemic infections, including sepsis, PCT levels are generally at least 0.5 to 2 ng/mL, and often reach levels of greater than 10 ng/mL. Higher levels correlate with the greater severity of illness and poorer prognosis. However, in patients with respiratory tract infections, the levels of PCT are not necessarily as elevated, and a cutoff of greater than 0.1 ng/mL seems to be predictive of bacterial respiratory tract infection requiring antibiotic therapy. The cutoffs for other clinical situations may also be quite different. For example, neonates normally show a characteristic increase in PCT after birth, with a rapid return to normal by 48 to 72 hours. In neonates, a nomogram for PCT cutoffs that accounts for the time from birth in hours must be used. PCT levels may also be elevated following surgery, but there will nevertheless also be an incremental increase in patients with infection. The cutoff level of PCT to identify postoperative patients with infection may be higher than that used for nonsurgical patient groups. Although PCT may have a role in diagnosis and identification of patients who need initiation of systemic antibiotics, it may have greater applicability in guiding decisions about when to discontinue antibiotic therapy as PCT levels quickly return to less than 0.1 ng/mL as infection resolves.

PCT, the precursor of the hormone CT, is known to be produced in the thyroid gland, liver, and neuroendocrine cells of the lungs and intestine. PCT is now considered to be a “hormokine,” that is, it is a hormone that exhibits cytokine-like behavior of hormones during inflammation and infection, but its exact role in health and disease has not yet been established. In experiments, hepatic tissue stimulated by TNF-α or IL-6 produce PCT in significant amounts in the 24th hour after stimulation. PCT was first proposed as a diagnostic test for bacterial infection in 1993 by Assicot et al, who used it to differentiate bacterial from viral meningitis. Since then, many investigators have investigated PCT as a marker of bacterial infection, and it now has a widening range of potential applications, including investigation of NS.

In hospital neonatology, bacterial infections cause significant mortality and morbidity. Early diagnosis of bacterial infection in neonatal resuscitation is difficult but essential, because delay in initiating antibiotic therapy adversely affects prognosis. In the absence of reliable infection markers during the first hours of life, pediatricians often start early antibiotic treatment in newborns with risk factors for infection, exposing a considerable number of patients to unnecessary treatment. Serum PCT in cord blood seems to be a useful early marker of antenatal infection and early-onset NS. In one study, PCT and CRP concentrations in umbilical cord blood of 197 neonates were measured to evaluate their values as
markers for infection. Overall, 16 of the neonates were infected. The sensitivities, specificities, and negative and positive predictive values were respectively 87.5, 98.7, 87.5, and 98.7% for PCT and 50, 97, 67, and 94% for CRP. Serum PCT in cord blood therefore seems to be a useful and early marker of antenatal infection that is more reliable than CRP. Focusing on PCT concentrations in umbilical cord blood before the physiological increase or eventual respiratory or hemodynamic failure makes interpretation for the diagnostic value of PCT concentration easier. On the contrary, the limitation of such an early PCT measurement is that it does not allow the detection of “late” maternofetal infection related to parapertum or postnatal transmission. The high negative predictive value of PCT measurement should result in a reduction in the number of patients receiving unnecessary antibiotics. Importantly, PCT seems to be present in full-term and preterm neonates.

Any reduction in antibiotic prescriptions would be a direct advantage for neonates, because of the potential toxicity for antibiotics, and an indirect ecological advantage by reducing antibiotic selection pressure. Two other important studies have reported on the potential benefits of PCT in the diagnosis of NS at 24 hours of age, and in informing the duration of antibiotic therapy. Stocker et al., in a large multicenter study showed that PCT determination shortened the duration of antibiotic therapy in newborns with suspected early-onset NS.

Measurement of Procalcitonin

Different assays for measurement of PCT (PCT-I and PCT-II) are commercially available. The rights for clinical measurement of CT precursors in various indications are protected by a patent. The patent holder, BRAHMS, supplies the test kits. These include an immunoluminometric assay (ILMA; LUMItest-PCT kit, BRAHMS-Diagnostica GmbH, Berlin, Germany), an assay based on time-resolved amplified cryptate emission technology (Kryptor PCT, BRAHMS-Diagnostica GmbH, Berlin, Germany), and a semiquantitative rapid test (BRAHMS PCT-Q, BRAHMS-Diagnostica GmbH, Berlin, Germany). These assays are available as semi-automated manual systems and fully automated stat systems. The test results are available within times ranging from 19 minutes (Kryptor PCT), through 30 minutes (rapid test BRAHMS PCT-Q), to 1 hour (LUMItest PCT).

The analytical sensitivity of the quantitative test methods ranges between 0.06 ng/mL (Kryptor PCT) and 0.1 ng/mL (LUMItest PCT), the functional assay sensitivity (20% inter-assay variation coefficient) is approximately 0.3 ng/mL (ILMA), and somewhat less for the Kryptor technology. The LUMItest PCT utilizes two mouse monoclonal antibodies against human CT and katacalcin. Kryptor PCT is based on a sheep polyclonal anticalcitonin antibody and a monoclonal antikatacalcin antibody, which bind either to the katacalcin and the CT sequence of CT precursor molecules. Accordingly, neither the N-terminal amino acids of the molecule (aminoprocalcitonin or “N-pro”) nor the different “amino acids” distinguishing PCT-I and PCT-II are required for antibody binding. These commercially available assays measure PCT-I, PCT-II, and various cleavage products of CT precursor molecules consisting at least of the residues of CT and katacalcin. For research purposes, concentrations of the various cleavage products of CT precursor molecules can be measured by HPLC or by individually designed antibody systems, for example, radioimmunoassay.

Compared with the results obtained using the commercially available kits, the research-related technologies may yield different concentration measurement results for the different CT precursor molecules and depending on the biochemical properties of each cleavage product—to different normal and pathological ranges for these proteins. Differences in the induction and elimination kinetics may also play a role. However, almost every clinical study described in the literature so far has been conducted using the commercially available, patented antibody systems. Therefore, the related CT precursor concentration measurements, usually summarized as “PCT,” can be considered to be comparable among the various studies. Samples suitable for the assay can be serum or plasma using either EDTA or heparin as the anticoagulants but not citrate as this may influence the level of PCT resulting in lower PCT levels.

Limitation of Procalcitonin Assays and Areas of Uncertainty

Sepsis is not a well-defined disease, but a consequence of different infectious disease entities and far too complex to be reduced to a single cutoff of any surrogate marker. Limitations of every PCT measurement include false-positive and false-negative results. Different pathogens might induce distinct responses resulting in a variable upregulation of circulating PCT levels.

While highly elevated PCT levels were found in patients with pneumococcal community-acquired pneumonia, the same was not true in community-acquired pneumonia due to atypical organisms such as mycoplasma. Antimicrobial pretreatment may influence the level of PCT resulting in lower PCT levels, although it remains unclear whether this relates to a direct effect or rather to lower microbial burden in patients treated with antibiotics. Nonspecific elevations of PCT levels in the absence of a bacterial infection can be seen in situations of massive stress, for example, after severe trauma and surgery, or in patients after cardiac shock. Although the available evidence from intervention studies favors the use of PCT for escalation of antibiotic therapy, this does not necessarily improve survival, and may even result in harm and prolonged intensive care unit admission.

There are also reports in the literature where elevations in PCT levels were not connected with bacterial infections, for example, in an Addisonian crisis, or in transplant patients receiving pant cell antibody therapy. Recently, Brodskat et al reported marked elevations in PCT and CRP levels in patients scheduled for hematopoietic stem cell transplantation and receiving antithymocyte globulin during conditioning. In malaria, PCT levels are elevated in both severe and uncomplicated Plasmodium falciparum malaria but could not be used to differentiate between the two types and was thus of limited use in its diagnosis.
PCT has been found to have little value in the diagnosis of pulmonary tuberculosis (PTB). Baylan et al found that serum PCT levels were slightly higher on admission in patients with active PTB in comparison with controls and patients on antituberculous chemotherapy. However, although this difference was statistically significant, the PCT levels in most cases of PTB were not elevated (58.7%).

**Prognostic Implications of Serum Procalcitonin**

PCT concentration is closely related to the severity of systemic inflammation, and the kinetics of PCT induction and elimination are reliably predictable. Serial PCT measurement can, therefore, be used to monitor disease activity in patients with sepsis and systemic inflammation. These measurements can serve as an aid in therapeutic and diagnostic decision making, as a decline or increase in PCT indicates changes in the activity of systemic inflammation that may or may not require modification of the diagnosis or therapy. The course of PCT concentrations over time is also related to the prognosis of systemic inflammation. Continuously increasing plasma PCT levels usually indicate that the systemic inflammation has not subsided, the infection is not under control and/or the therapeutic measures are not effective. These patients are more likely to have a poorer prognosis. Initially, high PCT concentrations do not necessarily indicate a poor prognosis, especially when the inflammation or underlying disease responds well to treatment.

**Principles of Procalcitonin Interpretation**

1. Interpret in the clinical context of the patient. For example, patients with septic shock neonates should not have antibiotics withheld based on normal PCT. Patients with mild elevations in PCT who exhibit no signs or symptoms of infection may be closely monitored.
2. Serial measurements are preferred and provide more useful information. For example, patients very early in the onset of infection may have a normal PCT value. Patients who have persistently normal PCT levels are unlikely to have bacterial infection. Patients with other inflammatory events such as major surgery who have steadily decreasing PCT levels often do not need antibiotics.
3. Consider the dynamics of the disease. For example, patients with severe trauma without infection should have PCT levels which steadily decline. Also, patients with severe infections (bacteremic pneumonia) will generally take longer for PCT levels to normalize.
4. Be aware of conditions which may affect PCT levels. For example, a patient with peritonitis who returns to the OR for a washout is expected to have a transitory increase in PCT value postoperatively.

**Costs**

Physicians should consider the increased cost associated with the use of additional tests. PCT cost is approximately twice that of CRP, but provides greater clinical value in the overall management of the patient, especially when used for determination of cessation of antibiotics. A cost benefit analysis of PCT use in the ICU found cost savings or increased cost of care depending on how frequently PCT was utilized and the cost of the antibiotics which were discontinued.

**Procalcitonin as a Guide for Antibiotic Decisions**

The clinical implications of some observational studies may be limited by differences in disease definitions and patient groups, use of insensitive (semiquantitative) PCT assays, and different methodological issues such as observer bias, selection bias and issues of sample availability, confounding, and colonization. To overcome these limitations, several randomized-controlled studies have investigated the use of PCT to assist in decisions about initiation and/or duration of antibiotic therapy (antibiotic stewardship).

Importantly, all intervention studies used fully automated highly sensitive PCT assays, the results of which can be obtained in the clinical routine of an emergency department within 1 hour thus permitting bedside decision making. Recently, different options for PCT testing have become available, including the KRYPTOR, the VIDAS system (bioMérieux, New Delhi, India), the Liaison BRAHMS PCT (DiaSorin, Saluggia, Italy) and the Elecsys BRAHMS PCT (Roche Diagnostics, Indianapolis, United States).

All published studies on antibiotic stewardship used similar clinical algorithms with recommendations for or against antibiotic treatment based on PCT cutoff ranges. For moderate risk patients with respiratory tract infections in the emergency department, algorithms recommended initiation and discontinuation of antibiotic therapy based on four different cutoff ranges. Initial antibiotics were withheld mostly in patients with low risk for systemic infection with acute bronchitis or exacerbation of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (ECOPD). Clinical reevaluation and a repeated measurement of PCT were recommended after 6 to 24 hours if the clinical condition did not improve spontaneously. If PCT values were increased and antibiotic therapy was initiated, repeated PCT measurements were recommended every 1 to 2 days, depending on the clinical severity of disease, and antibiotics were discontinued using the same cutoff ranges or a marked drop by 80 to 90% if initial levels were high (e.g., > 5 ng/mL). To assure safety, specific criteria were predefined where this algorithm could be overruled, such as, life-threatening disease or immediate need for ICU admission. For high-risk patients in the ICU setting and SCBU, algorithms focused on discontinuation of antibiotic therapy if a patient showed a clinical recovery and PCT levels decreased to “normal” levels, or by at least 80 to 90%.

The first intervention study testing PCT as a guide for antibiotic decisions included patients with different types and severities of respiratory infections. Clinical outcomes for both groups were similar, but the PCT-guided group had markedly lower rates of antibiotic prescriptions (44 vs. 83%), particularly in patients with ECOPD and acute bronchitis. Two
subsequent trials evaluated the effect of PCT guidance for antibiotic discontinuation in CAP and ECOPD. PCT guidance reduced the duration of antibiotic therapy by 65% in patients with CAP and the prescription of antibiotics from 72 to 40% in patients with ECOPD.\textsuperscript{71}

In high-risk patients in the ICU setting, different trials have investigated the use of PCT, mainly for discontinuation of antibiotics. The first small proof of concept study Nobre et al found a 4-day reduction in the duration of antibiotic therapy in patients with severe sepsis, but only in the per protocol analysis.\textsuperscript{72} A subsequent large multicenter trial in France recently validated this concept in more than 600 patients.\textsuperscript{72} PCT-guided patients had similar 30-day mortality rates and similar rates of relapses, but markedly more antibiotic-free days alive (14.3 vs. 11.6). Another multinational ICU study focused on ventilator-associated pneumonia and found that PCT guidance resulted in a higher number of antibiotic-free days alive (13 vs. 9.5 days).\textsuperscript{73,74}

Two German studies assessed the effect of PCT guidance in surgical ICU patients with suspected bacterial infections in the postoperative course.\textsuperscript{73,74} PCT guidance resulted in a significant reduction of antibiotic therapy and similar medical outcomes. In addition, the length of intensive care treatment in the PCT-guided group was significantly shorter than that in the control group (15.5 vs. 17.7 days), finding similar to the first ICU study. Importantly, the use of PCT for discontinuation of antibiotics in ICU patients (especially neonates) is still limited by a relatively small number of patients included in previous trials and awaits further large-scale validation.

There are currently different ongoing trials focusing on this vulnerable patient population that should further shed light on the benefits and harms of PCT use in neonates. Daily PCT measurement is used, in addition to clinical judgment, to assess prognosis, to predict unfavorable outcome, and to customize the length of antibiotic therapy if necessary, as previously published.\textsuperscript{73–74} In a work by Nnanna et al at Benin, Nigeria, sepsis was clinically suspected in 60 neonates and total of 55 (91.6%) neonates showed a positive PCT test, which proved the presence of bacterial Septicemia.\textsuperscript{75} In one Iranian study, Adib et al found 75% sensitivity, 80% specificity, 80% positive predictive value, and 75% negative predictive value for PCT as a marker for the early diagnosis of NS.\textsuperscript{76} Another Iranian study by Khoshdel et al\textsuperscript{77} in Iran showed that the sensitivity, specificity, and positive and negative predictive values of PCT measurement for NS were 87.5, 87.4, 30.4, and 99.1% respectively. Also from Iran, Zahedpasha et al\textsuperscript{78} showed that PCT levels were remarkably high in neonates with proven sepsis and dropped dramatically after antibiotic treatment.

Emerging bacterial resistance to antimicrobial therapeutics calls for more stringent efforts to reduce antibiotic overuse. One good-quality study by Stocker et al (n = 121) provided moderate evidence that PCT guidance reduces the use of antibiotic therapy for suspected early NS. The duration of antibiotic use was overall reduced by 22.4 hours (22.0%). Furthermore, the proportion of neonates on antibiotics for longer than 72 hours was reduced by 27%. The greatest reductions were seen among neonates who were judged according to clinical criteria to have possible infection or unlikely to have infection as compared with those with proven or probable infection. The strength of evidence was judged insufficient to make conclusions on mortality and morbidity because of the small study size.

**Conclusion**

In clinically significant bacterial infections, PCT is produced through an alternative pathway in all parenchymal tissues, and is excreted into the blood stream. This pathway is blocked in viral infections, making PCT a very specific marker for bacterial infections.

Once the infection is under control, for example, after antibiotic therapy, PCT production ceases and PCT values decrease by 30 to 50% from day to day, indicating that the infection is under control and the patient recovering.

With the availability of sensitive PCT measurements, it is possible to detect slightly raised PCT values in NS early and to thus differentiate between bacterial, nonbacterial inflammation, and viral infections. As the majority of respiratory tract infections are of viral origin, it is possible to reduce with the help of PCT the amount of antibiotic prescriptions. There are ample biomedical findings in support of using PCT for investigating NS and antibiotic-guided therapy. In the long run, PCT has the potential to reduce the emergence and spread of antibiotic resistance. It is also worthy to note that diagnosis of sepsis cannot be made or excluded based on single marker even PCT. There is a need to extensively evaluate and possibly consider serum PCT as an adjunctive marker to be combined to other commonly used approaches such as blood culture, full blood count, and differentials to enhance prompt and rational clinical management before blood culture results become available.
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